For the numerical calculation of partial derivatives (aka. sensitivites or greeks) from a MonteCarlo simulation there are essentially two possible approaches: The pathwise method and the likelihood ratio method. Both methods have their shortcomings: While the pathwise method works very well for smooth payouts it fails for discontinuous payouts. On the other hand, the likelihood ratio gives much better results on discontinuous payouts, but falls short of the pathwise method if smooth payouts are considered.
1 Introduction
Pathwise Method versus Likelihood Ratio
For the numerical calculation of partial derivatives (aka. sensitivites or Greeks) from a MonteCarlo simulation there are essentially two possible approaches: The pathwise method and the likelihood ratio method, see [2, 3, 4, 7] . The methods are dual to each other. Since the expectation operator is a convolution of the payoff (integrand) with the probability density (integration kernel) there is the choice whether the differential operator is applied to the payoff (pathwise method) or the density (likelihood ratio method), see [4] . Both methods have their shortcomings: While the pathwise method works very well for smooth payouts it fails for discontinuous payouts. On the other hand, the likelihood ratio gives much better results for discontinuous payouts, but falls short of the pathwise method if smooth payouts are considered. Which method performs best depends on the individual payout function. Even if the payout functions exhibit discontinuities, it is not clear which method will give the better results (see Figures 1, 2) .
The proxy simulation scheme method introduced in [5, 6] provides a generic framework for the implementation of a Monte-Carlo simulation such that the calculation of a partial derivative through the application of finite difference will (internally) be performed through a (numerical) likelihood ratio method.
The partial proxy simulation scheme method [6] performs this only on a subspace of the SDE's state variables. Thus, the likelihood ratio method is applied only on a subspace of the state variables, while for movements orthogonal to this space the pathwise method is applied.
In this paper, we present a modification to [6] , resulting in a per-path selection of either the pathwise method or the likelihood ratio method. This is called localization. The following example shows why such a localization is desirable.
Problem Description
Let us consider an asset or nothing option on some underlying S. The asset or nothing pays
in time T , where T is the maturity and K is the strike. Let us assume that our model implies S(T ) > 0. Due to the discontinuous payout it seems best to calculate sensitivities using a likelihood ratio method, or -speaking of proxy simulation -to apply a (partial) proxy simulation scheme with a proxy constraint keeping S(T ) rigid.
However, for K → 0 the payout of V is V (T ) = S(T ) and thus smooth. In this case a likelihood ratio method would give extremely noisy results and it is best to calculate sensitivities using the pathwise method.
In Figures 1, 2 we look at the delta and gamma calculated using direct simulation (path wise method) or proxy simulation (likelihood ration method) for a digital caplet with strikes at the forward and away from the forward.
Solution
The idea we present here is to use the likelihood ratio method for those paths ω for which the underlying is close to the discontinuity, while using the pathwise method elsewhere. In other words: we mix the pathwise and likelihood ratio method on a per-path basis. Gamma of a digital caplet calculated by finite difference applied to direct simulation (red) and to a partial proxy scheme simulation, internally using the likelihood ratio (yellow). For gamma the proxy simulation scheme is the method of choice in both cases, K = L(0) = 10% and K = 2%. Surprisingly, this may be achieved by a simple modification of the partial proxy simulation scheme method [6] , namely through the introduction of a (product dependent) localization function.
Since the location of the discontinuities of a payout is, naturally, known a-priori, it is straightforward to define the localization function as part of the pricing code.
We also suggest an object oriented design that allows the retention of much of the separation of model and product. The model provides a method such that the product can set the localizer before the pricing starts.
Layout of the Paper
In Section 2 we will fix notation and give the defintion of the partial proxy simulation scheme method. In Section 3 we introduce the localization function and the localized proxy simulation scheme. Section 4 discusses the object-oriented implementation of the localized proxy simulation scheme. Section 5 gives examples of localization functions for selected applications together with some numerical results.
2 Partial Proxy Simulation Scheme (revisited)
Definition
We repeat the definition of the partial proxy simulation scheme method, see [6] .
Reference Scheme and Target Scheme
Let a model be given in the form of a stochastic process K θ . For example an Itô-Process
with initial data K θ (0), defined over a filtered probability space (Ω, F,
where Q denotes the pricing measure associated with some numéraire N , see [4] . Here θ is any model parameter for which we would calculate a sensitivity, i.e.
, where f denotes a numéraire relative payout.
Let 0 = t 0 < t 1 < . . . denote a time discretization and
denote a time discretization scheme for the model K θ . We call K * the target scheme. See [4, 7, 8] on the time discretizaton of SDEs and Monte-Carlo simulation.
Transition Probabilities
We assume that the discretized prozess obtained from the discretization scheme is Markovian, such that we may define the transition probility density for the increment ∆K * (t i ) as a function of K * (t i ), K * (t i+1 ). We will denote the transition probability densitiy of ∆K * (t i ) by
(and correspondingly for ∆K • (t i ) and all other schemes considered). 
Proxy Constraint and Proxy Scheme
Let f : I × R n → R k denote a given function, the proxy constraint, fulfilling the following assumption:
For any t i ∈ I, i > 0
has a solution K p (t i ) such that the transition probability densities of ∆K
where
In other words: Equation (2) implicitly defines a scheme K p (t i ) which coincides with K
• (t i ) on the manifold defined through the proxy constraint, but allows a measure transformation to the scheme K * (t i+1 ). In the special case where v(t i ) := ∆K
is F Ti -measurable, the transition probability of K p may be given as a modification of the transition probability of K * , easing calculation. In this case it is
For the general case where
we may also derive a simple formula for φ K p , see [6] .
Calculating Expectations using a Proxy Simulation Scheme
For the calculation of expectations we use the simulation scheme K p in place of K * and perform a change of measure, i.e. a weighting by
For the expectation operator we have
This is immediately clear using the integral representation of E Q with the above densities.
Example: Euler Schemes
For illustrative purposes, we will assume that K • and K * are Euler schemes for Itô processes, differing only in the model parameters (initial value, drift and diffusion coefficients), i.e.
Let u(t i ) denote the solution of
-implicitly assuming it exists. Then we define
i.e. with v(t i ) = ∆K 
• It is given by a mean shift u(t i ) on the Brownian increment ∆W (t i ) of the target scheme K * . The change in transition probability is thus trivial to calculate.
3 Localized Proxy Simulation Scheme
Definition
Let K • and K * be as above. Let f : I × R n → R k denote a given function, the proxy constraint. Let g : I × R n → [0, 1] denote a given function, the localization function. We define the localized proxy simulation scheme by induction. Let
For t i ∈ I, i > 0 we assume that
has a solution ∆K p (t i ). Then we set
where v(t i ) = ∆K * (t i )−∆K p (t i ) -as above. We assume that f, g allow a solution K p,loc (t i+1 ) such that the transition probability densities of ∆K
The function g is called the localization function. The localized proxy simulation scheme has the following properties:
• At times t i+1 and paths ω where g(t i+1 , K
• (ω)) = 1, the value of f applied to the realization K p,loc (t i+1 , ω) coincides with the value of f applied to the realization K • (t i+1 , ω) of the primary scheme. In other words, at g = 1 the quantity f stays rigid.
• (ω)) = 0, the increments of ∆K p,loc (t i ) coincide with the increments of ∆K * (t i ) (as would be the case for a perturbation of a simulation scheme using the pathwise method).
We assume that the localization function g is such that there is a change of measure allowing us to write an expectation of a function of K * as an expectation of a function of K p,loc . There is subtle point in the definition of the localized proxy simulation scheme: The localization function depends on K
• , thus it does not depend on the model parameter θ. This makes the localization more robust, e.g. if the localization function is not smooth.
Example: Euler Schemes
As in 2.3 let us assume that K
• and K * are Euler schemes for Itô processes, differing only in the model parameters (initial value, drift and diffusion coefficients), i.e.
Let u(t i ) denote the solution of the proxy constraint
The scheme K p,loc has the following properties:
• At times t i+1 and on paths where g(t i+1 ) = 1, it coincides with
• It is given through a mean shift g(t i+1 )u(t i ) on the Brownian increment ∆W (t i ) of the target scheme K * . The change in transition probability is thus trivial to calculate.
Implementation
It may seem that the implementation of the localized proxy simulation scheme is difficult and resource intensive. First, the partial proxy simulation scheme K p is defined only implicitly by the proxy constraint. Second, K p,loc is calculated as an interpolation of K p and K * . So all in all it appears as if we are required to do four simulations.
However, for the standard Euler scheme at least, the localized proxy simulation is just a simple modification to a standard Monte-Carlo simulation, where a product calculates the required mean shift v(t i ) and provides it to the model. It may be implemented in an object oriented design using just a small amount of additional code. It will not be required to calculate K * or K p explicitly.
Examples and Numerical Results

Localizers
We investigate two simple localization functions. The first based on a piecewise constant function
The second being a smooth variant
In our numerical experiment we found virtually no difference between the use of h lin versus h exp . However the choice of the localization domain given by 1 , 2 is relevant.
Model
As our model SDE we consider a standard LIBOR Market Model, see [1, 4, 10] . 
Example: Digital Caplet
We consider a LIBOR market model L = exp(K) with K as in (1) . The proxy constraint is
We use the localization function
where t k is the exercise date of the option, K its strike and L
• i+1 (t i+1 ) is the LIBOR rate calculated from the reference scheme K
• .
Numerical Results
We perform a numerical calculation with the simplified model data L(0) = 10%, σ = 20% and the drift µ being chosen as the risk neutral drift under terminal measure. Using 1 = 1%, 2 = 2% (which is a good, but not the optimal choice) we obtain the results shown in Figures 3, 4 . The localized proxy simulation scheme beats all competing methods (direct simulation (pathwise methods) or partial proxy (likelihood ration method)) for options with strikes both at the forward and distant from the forward. It also gives much better results than the (non-localized) partial proxy simulation scheme for gamma. Figure 3 : Delta of a digital caplet calculated by finite difference applied to direct simulation (red), to a partial proxy scheme simulation (yellow) and to a localized proxy simulation scheme (green). The forward of the model is a 10%. If the the strike K is close to the forward (left figure) then the partial proxy scheme (likelihood ratio method) remains stable for small shifts, while the direct simulation (pathwise method) becomes unstable. If the strike K is far away from the forward, the partial proxy scheme falls short of the direct simulation due to the huge Monte-Carlo variance introduced by the likelihood ratio.
Example: Target Redemption Note (TARN)
We consider a more sophisticated example: a target remption note with a structured coupon. The target redemption note matures (and pays back the notional) if the cumulated coupon hits a pre-defined target coupon. In contrast to the digital caplet:
• The trigger criteria is (in general) path dependent, e.g. a cumulated coupon.
• The discontinuity is given by a change in maturity (chosen from a discrete set of observation dates). Thus almost all paths will exhibit a discontinuty. Figure 4 : Gamma of a digital caplet calculate by finite difference applied to direct simulation (red), to a partial proxy scheme simulation (yellow) and to a localized proxy simulation scheme (green). As in Figure 1 , considering different strikes shows that one or the other methods prevails.
As a consequence, the definition of a localizer is slightly more complex. The localizer itself will be path-dependent. We give a short definition of the TARN, see also [9] : Let 0 = T 0 < T 1 < T 2 < . . . < T n denote a given tenor structure. For i = 1, . . . , n−1 let C i denote a (generalized) "interest rate" (the coupon) for the periods [T i , T i+1 ], respectively. We assume that C i is a F Ti -measurable random variable (natural fixing). Furthermore let N i denote a constant value (notional). A target redemption note pays
(target coupon guarantee).
The payoff of the target redemption note contains the discontinuous (digital) part
Proxy Constraint and Localizer for the Target Redemption Note
A pathwise payoff of the TARN depends discontinuously on the cumulated coupon
Consequently the proxy constraint is
C k denote the time T i trigger level. K i−1 is T i−1 -measurable, so conditional to F Ti−1 it is a constant. Then the localizer is given by Figure 5 shows some numerical results comparing direct simulation, partial proxy simulation and localized proxy simulation for a TARN, calculating Gamma. Delate and Gamma of a target redemption note (the coupon is a reverse CMS rate) calculated by finite difference applied to direct simulation (red), to a partial proxy scheme simulation (yellow) and to a localized proxy simulation scheme (green). Direct simulation produces enormous Monte-Carlo variances for small shift sizes. The method is useless. The partial proxy simulation scheme shows an increase in Monte-Carlo variance if the shift size is large. The localized proxy simulation scheme is an improvement oh the partial proxy simulation scheme and shows only small Monte-Carlo variance for large shifts. Note: The localizer used is not the optimal one.
Numerical Results
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Conclusions
As a pathwise combination of the pathwise method and the likelihood-ratio method, the localized proxy simulation scheme allows us to choose between the two based on the local properties of the payout. Our numerical calculations suggest that even for cases where one would clearly favour the likelihood-ratio approach, the localized proxy simulation scheme actually offers a huge improvement. The localized proxy simulation scheme is a generalization of the partial proxy simulation scheme which in turn is a generalization of the (full) proxy simulation scheme method.
The implementation as a proxy scheme allows the use of a simple "bump-and-revalue" finite difference to approximate the partial derivatives.
The concept of a localized proxy simulation scheme even allows an elegant implementation where the model implementation is independent of the products under consideration. A product may define its own desired localized proxy constrain and pass it on to the model before running the pricing (as, for example, a product would set its preferred tenor or time discretization).
For our numerical experiment we simply guessed the localization function (e.g. the bounds
